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WHAT IS AVAFLEX?

 Avalanche flex is a software solution for conducting both 
internal and external examination on computer based testing 

platform {CBT}. Avalanche flex provides you the  whole tools 
to conduct a successful computer based examination. It helps 

from imputation of questions to managing of examination and 
finally reporting. it is flexible in the sense that it can accomodate 

institutions of learning or organizations to input their personalized 
questions in a CBT platform and administer examination.

You could easily customize the AVAFLEX interface to suite 
your taste.



HOW IT WORKS?
I see now you are eager to know how it works, well let 
me explain. Avalanche flex is user-designed into three 
different units, with each performing particular func-
tions required in conducting every examination. Each 
of these units make it very easy and possible to edit or 
create questions, grade each students answers, com-
pile results and even sell past questions(in the “market 
place” section). These units include Exam Loader, Flex 
Server and Flex Client.

Real-time grading system in place to make report collation super 
easy just for you

Flex Server

The engine 
room.

Flex Client

The end 
interface

Exam Loader

For editing 
questions.
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EXAM LOADER
Avalanche Exam Loader is one of the applications on the Avalanche 
Flex Suite. Just like Microsoft office word has been a favorite editor for 
preparing paper based examination for printing, Exam Loader is turn-
ing to be a favorite editor for preparing questions for computer based 
test(CBT). This software unit brings you opportunity to flex while 
preparing questions for your examination with the “wizardish” func-
tion that can convert existing questions in PDF or MsWord to flex type. 
Other than the wizard tool, there are several tools that aid the editing 
process for examiners, human resource managers, ICT administrators, 
lecturers and teachers.

You use the import wizard tool to convert your questions already in 
PDF or office word to Flex CBT questions by just clicking a buttons

* TEXT EDITOR
* GRAPH PLOTTER
* GRAPHICS EDITOR
* TABLE MAKER
* PDF & OFFICE WORD EXTRACTOR
* IMPORT WIZARD

HERE ARE THE TOOLS 
YOU WOULD FIND ON 
EXAMLOADER



FLEX SERVER
Avalanche flex server is the heart of Avaflex suite and also the brain that 
determines how every aspect of the examination administration is done.

If you are working on the Avaflex and there is power outage, no 
worries because of the auto-resume and auto-backup ability designed 
for you by our programmers.

Avaflex was designed to give you comfort and flexibility 
while administering examination. Imagine that all you have 
to do in conducting an examination for up to 120,000 
examinees at a time is just clicking a button and you 
have the result and reporting just immediately after the 
examination. Now stop imagining, the reality is within 
reach. The Flex Server provides you with this wonderful 
ability that you thought could only be imagined.

•	Customize the CBT software to 
your institution
•	Register and manage examinees 
details.
•	Real-time graphical presentation 
of examinees performance.
•	Examination monitoring service.

•	Manages Avaflex client behaviour 
and functionalities
•	Set exam time.
•	Result export to MsWord, Excel, 
PDF and print.
•	Provides market place to down-
load existing CBT questions.

Features of avalanche flex server:



FLEX CLIENT
Avalanche Flex Client is the examinee’s end of the application, can also 
be said to be the end interface of the whole settings done at the server 
(avalanche flex server) of the application. Flex client is the fusion of 
answer sheet and a question paper required for examinees/students to 
take examination. Flex client consumes the questions pumped from the 
heart; Flex server. After examination, Flex client returns the questions 
and answers back to Flex server for analysis

Avaflex has a high user interactivity, so its very easy to use.

Examinees/Students just 
need to use the mouse to 
pict the correct option



WHY AVAFLEX?
The real question why not Avaflex?
Why not the future instead of the past?
Why not innovation instead of history?
Why not flexibility instead stress?
Why not comfort instead of discomfort?

YOU
CHOOSE

You would save money on printing and answer booklet 
with Avaflex



WHO IS AVAFLEX 
DESIGNED FOR?

Avaflex was created with the intention of reducing the stress of admin-
istering examination to its bare minimum, so any organisation/institute 
which has the examination process in its curriculm should be updated 
with the Avaflex suite. If you do not fall into any of these categories, i 
strongly advise that you do not pick up Avaflex

* ORGANISATIONS(for recruitment test 
and appraisals)
* UNIVERSITIES
* POLYTECHNICS
* SECONDARY SCHOOLS
* EXAMINERS
* EXAMINATION BODIES

You would be afforded more productivity in your institution 
or organisation



SOME OF THE FUTURE ORIENTED 
ORGANISATION ALREADY SUBSCRIBED TO 

AVAFLEX
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